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Antiproton production cross sections  
and the search for dark matter



Primary and secondary cosmic rays in the Galaxy

Primaries: produced in the sources (SNR and Pulsars) 
H, He, CNO, Fe; e-, e+  

                Possibly e+, p-, d- from Dark Matter annihilation 

Secondaries : produced by spallation of primary CRs (p, He,C, O, Fe) 
on the interstellar medium (ISM) 

            LiBeB, sub-Fe; e+, p-, d- 

All primary and secondary species propagate in the Galaxy, 
dominated by diffusion on the magnetic fields  

and/or by intense energy losses (leptons) 
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Primaries    = present in sources: 
                 Nuclei: H, He, CNO, Fe; e-, (e+)  in  SNR (& pulsars) 
                 e+, p+, d+ from Dark Matter annihilation 
Secondaries = NOT present in sources, thus produced by  

            spallation of primary CRs (p, He, C, O, Fe) on ISM 
            Nuclei:  LiBeB, sub-Fe, … ;  

                 e+, p+, d+; … from inelastic scatterings 
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Production cross sections in the  
galactic cosmic ray modeling  

  
H, He, C, O, Fe,…  are present in the supernova remnant surroundings,  

and directly accelerated into the the interstellar medium (ISM) 
 
 

All the other nuclei (Li, Be, B, p-, and e+, gamma, …) are produced by 
spallation of heavier nuclei with the atoms (H, He) of the ISM 

 
We need all the cross sections σkj - from Nichel down to proton -   

for the production of the j-particle from the heavier k-nucleus scattering 
off the H and He of the ISM 

 
Remarkable for DARK MATTER signals is productions of: 

antiproton, antideuteron, positron and gamma rays.  



Indirect DARK MATTER searches
Dark matter can annihilate in pairs with standard model final states. 	

Low background expected for cosmic ANTIMATTER, and for NEUTRINOS 
and GAMMA RAYS coming from dense DM sites

p-
p

γ,	ν



WIMP INDIRECT SIGNALS 

Annihilation inside celestial bodies (Sun, Earth): 
➢  ν at neutrino telescopes as up-going muons 

             
Annihilation in the galactic halo: 

       � γ-rays (diffuse, monochromatic line), multiwavelength 

       �   antimatter, searched as rare components in cosmic rays 
(CRs) 

 ν and γ keep directionality 
à SOURCE DENSITY 

Charged particles diffuse in the galactic halo 
à ASTROPHYSICS OF COSMIC RAYS! 

Dpe ,,+



DM Sources are also 

 in the diffusive halo 

Rdisc ~ 20 kpc

Lhalo ~4-10 kpc

hdisc ~ 0.2 kpc

DM halo~ 200 kpc



Antiproton fluxes at the Top-of-Atmosphere
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Injection spectra from DM and CRs
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Cosmic antiproton data 

the antiproton spectral index decreases more rapidly than
the proton spectral index and for the highest rigidity
interval, 60.3 ≤ jRj < 450 GV, the antiproton spectral
index is consistent with the proton spectral index.
Figure 3(a) presents the measured (p̄=p) flux ratio.

Compared with earlier experiments [2,6], the AMS results
extend the rigidity range to 450 GV with increased
precision. Figure 2 of Supplemental Material [18] shows
the low energy (< 10 GeV) part of our measured (p̄=p)
flux ratio. To minimize the systematic error for this flux
ratio we have used the 2.42 × 109 protons selected with the
same acceptance, time period, and absolute rigidity range
as the antiprotons. From 10 to 450 GV, the values of the
proton flux are identical to 1% to those in our publication
[16]. As seen from Fig. 3(a), above ∼60 GV the ratio
appears to be rigidity independent.
To estimate the lowest rigidity above which the (p̄=p)

flux ratio is rigidity independent, we use rigidity intervals
with starting rigidities from 10 GV and increasing bin by
bin. The ending rigidity for all intervals is fixed at 450 GV.
Each interval is split into two sections with a boundary
between the starting rigidity and 450 GV. Each of the two
sections is fit with a constant and we obtain two mean
values of the (p̄=p) flux ratio. The lowest starting rigidity of
the interval that gives consistent mean values at the
90% C.L. for any boundary defines the lowest limit.
This yields 60.3 GV as the lowest rigidity above which
the (p̄=p) flux ratio is rigidity independent with a mean
value of ð1.81 " 0.04Þ × 10−4. To further probe the behav-
ior of the flux ratio we define the best straight line fit over a
rigidity interval as

ðp̄=pÞ ¼ C þ kðjRj − R0Þ; ð4Þ

whereC is the value of the flux ratio atR0,kis the slope, and
R0 is chosen to minimize the correlation between the fitted
values of C and k, i.e., the mean of jRj over the interval
weighted with the statistical and uncorrelated systematic
errors. The solid red line in Fig. 3(a) shows this best straight
line fit above 60.3 GV, as determined above, together with
the 68% C.L. range of the fit parameters (shaded region).
Above 60.3 GV, R0 ¼ 91 GV. The fitted value of the slope,
k¼ ð−0.7 " 0.9Þ × 10−7 GV−1, is consistent with zero.
With the AMSmeasurements on the fluxes of all charged

elementary particles in cosmic rays, p̄, p, eþ , and e−, we
can now study the rigidity dependent behavior of different
flux ratios. The flux ratios and errors are tabulated in Tables
II and III of Supplemental Material [18]. For the antiproton-
to-positron ratio the rigidity independent interval is 60.3 ≤
jRj < 450 GV with a mean value of 0.479 " 0.014. Fitting
Eq. (4) over this interval yields kðp̄=eþ Þ ¼ ð−2.8 " 3.2Þ×
10−4 GV−1. For the proton-to-positron ratio, the rigidity
independent interval is 59.13 ≤ jRj < 500 GVwith a mean
value of ð2.67 " 0.05Þ × 103 and kðp=eþ Þ ¼ ð−0.9"
1.0Þ GV−1. Both results are shown in Fig. 3(b) together
with the 68% C.L. range of the fit parameters (shaded
regions). In the study of the ratios, we have taken into
account the correlation of the errors due to uncertainty in
the ECAL energy scale in Φe" [15].
In Fig. 4 of Supplemental Material [18] we present our

measured antiproton-to-electron and proton-to-electron
flux ratios. Both of these flux ratios exhibit rigidity
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FIG. 2. The measured antiproton flux (red, left axis) compared
to the proton flux (blue, left axis) [16], the electron flux (purple,
right axis), and the positron flux (green, right axis) [15]. All the
fluxes are multiplied by R̂2.7. The fluxes show different behavior
at low rigidities while at jRj above ∼60 GV the functional
behavior of the antiproton, proton, and positron fluxes are nearly
identical and distinctly different from the electron flux. The error
bars correspond to the quadratic sum of the statistical and
systematic errors.
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FIG. 3. (a) The measured (p̄=p) flux ratio as a function of the
absolute value of the rigidity from 1 to 450 GV. The PAMELA [6]
measurement is also shown. (b) The measured (p̄=eþ ) (red, left
axis) and (p=eþ ) (blue, right axis) flux ratios. The solid lines show
the best fit of Eq. (4) to the data above the lowest rigidity consistent
with rigidity independence together with the 68% C.L. ranges of
the fit parameters (shaded regions). For the AMS data, the error
bars are the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors.
Horizontally, the data points are placed at the center of each bin.
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FIG. 3. (a) The measured (p̄=p) flux ratio as a function of the
absolute value of the rigidity from 1 to 450 GV. The PAMELA [6]
measurement is also shown. (b) The measured (p̄=eþ ) (red, left
axis) and (p=eþ ) (blue, right axis) flux ratios. The solid lines show
the best fit of Eq. (4) to the data above the lowest rigidity consistent
with rigidity independence together with the 68% C.L. ranges of
the fit parameters (shaded regions). For the AMS data, the error
bars are the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors.
Horizontally, the data points are placed at the center of each bin.
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Data are very precise, and over almost 3 o.o.m.
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Cmodel; (iii) In the most realistic case considering both
Cdata and Cmodel, p-values are acceptable for both the �2

and KS test. Thus, not only is a secondary origin for
the locally measured p̄’s statistically consistent with the
data, but, as shown by these considerations, it is also ro-
bust with respect to error mismodelling in either model
or data errors.

TABLE I. Respective p-values for di↵erent sources of errors.
We take dof= 57, i.e. the number of p̄ data. Total errors on

data are defined to be �tot =
q

�2
stat + �2

syst.

Error considered �2/dof p-value (�2) p-value (KS)

�stat 23 0 0

�tot 1.69 8.3 ⇥ 10�4 0

Cdata 0.84 0.79 0.98

�stat and Cmodel 1.32 0.05 0.99

�tot and Cmodel 0.37 1.0 0.04

Cdata and Cmodel 0.77 0.90 0.27

Conclusions — Percent-level details in the model
predictions now matter, as do more subtle aspects of the
data error treatment. In this Letter we have presented a
major upgrade of the p̄ flux prediction and analysis by:
(i) using the latest constraints on transport parameters
from AMS-02 B/C data, (ii) propagating all uncertain-
ties (with their correlations) on the predicted p̄ flux, (iii)
accounting for correlated errors in p̄ data. With these
novelties, we unambiguously show that the AMS-02 data
are consistent with a pure secondary astrophysical origin.
We stress that this conclusion is not based on a fit to the
AMS-02 p̄ data, but on a prediction of the p̄ flux com-
puted from external data. Our results should hold for
any steady-stade propagation model of similar complex-
ity, as they all amount to the same “e↵ective grammage”
crossed to produce boron nuclei (on which the analysis
is calibrated), with roughly the same grammage enter-
ing the secondary p̄’s. More elaborate models would be
less constrained and thus would make the agreement even
better.

On the technical aspects, more computationally expen-
sive methods could allow one to go beyond the quadratic
assumption (i.e. assuming multi-Gaussian error distri-
butions) embedded in the covariance matrix of errors.
For more advanced applications, sampling techniques like
Markov chain Monte Carlo could be used (e.g., [76]).
However, a significant improvement in our perspectives
for DM searches in the p̄ flux can only be achieved by si-
multaneously reducing the systematics in the data and
the errors of the modelling. On the data side, a co-
variance matrix of errors directly provided by the AMS-
02 collaboration would definitively be an important im-
provement to fully benefit from the precision achieved
by AMS-02. On the modelling side, the next step would
be to combine more secondary-to-primary ratios (Li/C,
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FIG. 2. Comparison of p̄ model and data (top panel), along
with residuals and 68% total confidence interval for the model
(grey) together with the transport (blue), the parents (red)
and the cross sections (green) contributions (middle panel).
The residuals of the eigen vectors of the total covariance ma-
trix as well as their distribution are shown in the bottom panel
and in the inset.

Be/C, and B/C) to further decrease the propagation un-
certainties. Of course, better data and modelling on p̄
and n̄ production cross sections is also required, and the
sub-leading error due to primary source parameters could
be reduced by combining AMS-02 data with higher en-
ergy data from CREAM, TRACER and CALET [77].
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The residuals of the eigen vectors of the total covariance ma-
trix as well as their distribution are shown in the bottom panel
and in the inset.

Be/C, and B/C) to further decrease the propagation un-
certainties. Of course, better data and modelling on p̄
and n̄ production cross sections is also required, and the
sub-leading error due to primary source parameters could
be reduced by combining AMS-02 data with higher en-
ergy data from CREAM, TRACER and CALET [77].
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Cmodel; (iii) In the most realistic case considering both
Cdata and Cmodel, p-values are acceptable for both the �2

and KS test. Thus, not only is a secondary origin for
the locally measured p̄’s statistically consistent with the
data, but, as shown by these considerations, it is also ro-
bust with respect to error mismodelling in either model
or data errors.

TABLE I. Respective p-values for di↵erent sources of errors.
We take dof= 57, i.e. the number of p̄ data. Total errors on

data are defined to be �tot =
q

�2
stat + �2

syst.

Error considered �2/dof p-value (�2) p-value (KS)
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�tot 1.69 8.3 ⇥ 10�4 0

Cdata 0.84 0.79 0.98

�stat and Cmodel 1.32 0.05 0.99

�tot and Cmodel 0.37 1.0 0.04

Cdata and Cmodel 0.77 0.90 0.27

Conclusions — Percent-level details in the model
predictions now matter, as do more subtle aspects of the
data error treatment. In this Letter we have presented a
major upgrade of the p̄ flux prediction and analysis by:
(i) using the latest constraints on transport parameters
from AMS-02 B/C data, (ii) propagating all uncertain-
ties (with their correlations) on the predicted p̄ flux, (iii)
accounting for correlated errors in p̄ data. With these
novelties, we unambiguously show that the AMS-02 data
are consistent with a pure secondary astrophysical origin.
We stress that this conclusion is not based on a fit to the
AMS-02 p̄ data, but on a prediction of the p̄ flux com-
puted from external data. Our results should hold for
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ity, as they all amount to the same “e↵ective grammage”
crossed to produce boron nuclei (on which the analysis
is calibrated), with roughly the same grammage enter-
ing the secondary p̄’s. More elaborate models would be
less constrained and thus would make the agreement even
better.
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assumption (i.e. assuming multi-Gaussian error distri-
butions) embedded in the covariance matrix of errors.
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However, a significant improvement in our perspectives
for DM searches in the p̄ flux can only be achieved by si-
multaneously reducing the systematics in the data and
the errors of the modelling. On the data side, a co-
variance matrix of errors directly provided by the AMS-
02 collaboration would definitively be an important im-
provement to fully benefit from the precision achieved
by AMS-02. On the modelling side, the next step would
be to combine more secondary-to-primary ratios (Li/C,
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Be/C, and B/C) to further decrease the propagation un-
certainties. Of course, better data and modelling on p̄
and n̄ production cross sections is also required, and the
sub-leading error due to primary source parameters could
be reduced by combining AMS-02 data with higher en-
ergy data from CREAM, TRACER and CALET [77].
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• The secondary bar flux is predicted to be consistent with AMS-02 data 
• Transport and cross section uncertainties are comparable  
• A dark matter contribution would come as a tiny effect  
• Precise predictions are mandatory 



Possible contribution from dark matter
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FIG. 1: Comparison of the best fit of the p̄/p ratio to the AMS-02 data [14], with a DM component (left panel) and
without DM (right panel). The lower panels show the corresponding residuals. The fit is performed between the

dotted lines, i.e., for rigidities 5GV  R  10TV. The grey bands around the best fit indicate the 1 and 2�
uncertainty, respectively. The dashed black line (labeled “�� = 0 MV”) shows the best fit without correction for

solar modulation. The solid red line shows the best fit DM contribution. We also show, for comparison, the
contribution from astrophysical tertiary antiprotons denoted by the dot-dashed line.

not reduce the evidence for a DM matter component in
the antiproton flux, and modifies only slightly the pre-
ferred ranges of DM mass and annihilation cross-section,

FIG. 2: Best fit regions (1, 2 and 3�) for a DM
component of the antiproton flux, using the antiproton
cross-section models of [40] (Tan & Ng), [41] (di Mauro
et al.), and [42] (Kachelriess et al.). For comparison, we
also show the best fit region of the DM interpretation of

the Galactic center gamma-ray excess [38], and the
thermal value of the annihilation cross-section,

h�vi ⇡ 3⇥ 10
�26 cm3s�1.

see FIG. 2. This represents an important test, since the
cross-sections used are quite different in nature. While
those of [40, 41] are based on a phenomenological param-
eterization of the available cross-section data, the cross
section of [42] is based on a physical model implemented
through Monte Carlo generators. While this check does
not exhaust the range of possible systematics related to
the antiproton cross-section, a more robust assessment
of this issue requires more accurate and comprehensive
experimental antiproton cross-section measurements.

From TABLE I we note that including a DM compo-
nent induces a shift in some of the propagation param-
eters. In particular the slope of the diffusion coefficient,
�, changes by about 30% from a value of � ⇡ 0.36 with-
out DM to � ⇡ 0.25 when DM is included. This stresses
the importance of fitting at the same time DM and CR
background. The changes induced by a DM component
in the other CR propagation parameters are less than
about 10%. More details are reported in the supplemen-
tary material.

As a further estimate of systematic uncertainties, we
have extended the fit range down to a rigidity of R =

1GV. In this case, the fit excludes a significant DM com-
ponent in the antiproton flux. This can be understood
from the residuals for this case, which are very similar to
the ones shown in the right panel of FIG. 1. Clearly, the
excess feature at R ⇡ 18GV, responsible for the DM pref-
erence in the default case, still remains. The reason why
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describe well solar modulation at rigidities R <
⇠ 5GV,

and more work is needed to interpret the low rigidity
data in a reliable way.

We have emphasized the importance of the antiproton
production cross-section for a reliable estimate of the an-
tiproton flux. Adopting the more recent cross-section
model from [41], rather than the Galprop default [40],
has little impact on the fit near mDM ⇡ 80GeV, but the
different energy dependence of the cross-section models
leads to a change in the DM limits for light and heavy
DM.

In FIG. 4 we summarize the result of our fit and show
both the evidence for a DM component in the CR an-
tiproton flux, as well as limits on the DM annihilation
cross-section. The systematic uncertainty on the exclu-
sion limit is shown as an uncertainty band obtained from
the envelope of the various fits presented in FIG. 3. In
our baseline scenario (solid line), we can exclude ther-
mal DM with h�vi ⇡ 3 ⇥ 10

�26 cm3s�1 annihilating
into bb̄ for DM masses below about 50GeV and in the
range between approximately 150 and 1500GeV. Even
considering our most conservative propagation scenario,
we achieve strong limits and can exclude thermal DM
below about 50 GeV and in the range between approxi-
mately 150 and 500 GeV. The results for other hadronic
annihilation channels, and for annihilation into ZZ and
W+W� final states are very similar; in the supplemen-
tary material we provide limits for DM annihilation in
into W+W� as a further explicit example.

In comparison with the results derived in [49] from
gamma-ray observations of nearby dwarf galaxies, we im-
prove the annihilation cross-section limits by a factor of
⇠ 4 for all DM masses except those around 80 GeV. We
also see from FIG. 4 that, similarly to the DM interpre-
tation of the Galactic center gamma-ray excess, the pre-
ferred region of a DM signal in the antiproton flux is in
tension with the dwarf galaxy constraints. However, this
tension can be relieved with a more conservative estimate
of the DM content of the dwarf galaxies [50]. Also, a
recent analysis using new discovered dwarfs galaxies [51]
actually provides weaker limits, also shown in FIG. 4, fur-
ther relieving the tension.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the very accurate recent measurement
of the CR antiproton flux by the AMS-02 experiment
allows to achieve unprecedented sensitivity to possible
DM signals, a factor ⇠ 4 stronger than the limits from
gamma-ray observations of dwarf galaxies.

Further, we find an intriguing indication for a DM
signal in the antiproton flux, compatible with the DM
interpretation of the Galactic center gamma-ray excess.
A deeper examination of such a potential signal would
require a more accurate determination of the antipro-

FIG. 4: Best fit regions (1, 2 and 3�) for a DM
component of the antiproton flux, and limits on the DM
annihilation cross-section into bb̄ final states. The grey
shaded uncertainty band is obtained from the envelope
of the various fits presented in FIG. 3. For comparison

we show limits on the annihilation cross-section
obtained from gamma-ray observations of dwarf
galaxies [49, 51], and the thermal value of the

annihilation cross-section, h�vi ⇡ 3⇥ 10
�26 cm3s�1.

ton production cross-section, to constrain the flux of sec-
ondary antiprotons, as well as an accurate modeling of
solar modulation at low rigidities of less than about 5GV.

Note added: After our submission we became aware of
a similar work by [52]. They perform an analysis using
methodologies analogous to the ones of this letter and
find results consistent with ours.
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Antiproton data are so precise that permit  
to set strong upper bounds on  

the dark matter annihilation cross section,  
or to improve the fit w.r.t. to the secondaries  

alone adding a tine DM contribution  



Antiproton production by inelastic scatterings

Source term 
i, j = proton, helium 

 (both in the CRs and in the ISM)  
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of cross section parameterization in order to determine
the accuracy required on cross section measurements so
to match AMS-02 accuracy. Our aim is to provide, for
the first time, quantitative indications for future high-
energy experiments about the kinematical regions and
the precision level they should cover, in order to induce
uncertainties in p̄ flux which do not exceed the uncer-
tainty in present CR data.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. I we re-
view the main steps for the calculation of the antiproton
source term starting from the invariant cross section. In
Sec. II we explain how we invert this calculation in or-
der to assign uncertainty requirements on the di↵eren-
tial cross section. The results are presented in Sec. III
and are summarized in Sec. IV.

I. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE
COSMIC ANTIPROTON SOURCE SPECTRUM

Antiprotons in our Galaxy are dominantly produced
in processes of CR nuclei colliding with ISM. Hence, the
ingredients to calculate the p̄ source term, i.e. the num-
ber of antiprotons per volume, time, and energy, are the
flux of the incident CR species i, �i, and the density of
the ISM component j, where, in practice, both i and j
are p and He. The source term for secondary antipro-
tons is given by a convolution integral of the CR flux,
the ISM targets and the relevant cross section:

qij(Tp̄) =

1Z

Tth

dTi 4⇡ nISM,j �i(Ti)
d�ij

dTp̄
(Ti, Tp̄). (1)

Here nISM is the ISM density and Tth the production
energy threshold. The factor 4⇡ corresponds to the al-

FIG. 1. Recent flux measurements for CR protons, helium,
and antiprotons by AMS-02 [3, 4, 12], PAMELA [1, 25], and
CREAM [26]. The energy-di↵erential fluxes � are given as
function of kinetic energy per nucleon T/n. Furthermore,
the IS fluxes, demodulated in the force-field approximation
with an modulation potential of �� = 600+100

�200 MV, are pre-
sented.

ready executed angular integration of the isotropic flux
�. The according fluxes are known precisely at the top
of the Earth’s atmosphere (TOA) due to AMS-02 mea-
surements [3, 4] presented in Fig. 1, together with the
results from the precursor satellite-borne PAMELA ex-
periment [1, 25] and the data from the balloon-borne
CREAM detector at higher energies [26]. At low en-
ergies E <⇠ 20 GeV/nucleon (in the following GeV/n)
the charged particles arriving at the Earth are strongly
a↵ected by solar winds, commonly referred to as solar
modulation [27, 28], given their activity modulation on a
cycle of roughly 11 years. We will work with interstellar
(IS) quantities. The p and He IS fluxes are inferred by
demodulated AMS-02 data, which we obtain within the
force-filed approximation [29] assuming an average Fisk
potential of �� = 600 MeV for the period of data tak-
ing [30, 31]. More complete studies on solar modulation
take into account time dependent proton flux data from
PAMELA and recent ISM flux measurements by VOY-
AGER [32–34]. They find similar values for ��. The
source term derivation only includes incoming proton
energies Ep > 7mp ⇠ 6.6 GeV (Ep > 4mp) correspond-
ing to the p̄ production threshold in pp (pHe) collisions.
For these energies the solar modulation, which becomes
negligible above a few 10 GeV, agrees reasonably well
with the simple force-field approximation. The scatter-
ing sights are the ISM elements H and He with density
given by 1 and 0.1 cm�3 in the Galactic disk respec-
tively.
The final essential ingredient to calculate the source

term is the cross section corresponding to the produc-
tion reaction CRi + ISMj ! p̄+X

d�ij

dTp̄
(Ti, Tp̄), (2)

FIG. 2. Energy-di↵erential antiproton production cross sec-
tion from pp collisions in LAB frame as function of proton
and antiproton kinetic energy Tp and Tp̄, respectively. The
shown cross section is derived from the Di Mauro et al. [22]
parameterization (their Eq. 12).
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Cosmic antiproton data are very precise:  
production cross sections should be known with high accuracy 

in order not to introduce high theoretical uncertainties 
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Reanalysis of the cross section parametrizations
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• Fit of two most recent (analytic) 
parametrizations for antiproton 
production in pp collisions

• Fit of pA parametrization by 
rescaling from pp

!2-fit of the pp
parametrization 

to pp data

!2-fit of the pA
rescaling factor 

to pA data

Fix the pp
parametersExperiment CM-Energy [GeV] Channel

NA49 17.3 pp
NA61 7.7, 8.8, 12.3, 17.3 pp
Dekkers 6.1, 6.7 pp

LHCb 110 pHe
NA49 17.3 pC

6

B. Cross section parametrization

We use two parameterizations in the fit: Eq. (12)
by Di Mauro et al. [23] (hereafter Param. I) and
Winkler [16] (Param. II). Both formulae are given for
the Lorentz invariant cross section in the CM frame
as a function of the kinetic variables

p
s, xR, and pT.

Param. I depends on 8 fit parameters C = {C1...C8}

�inv(
p
s, xR, pT) = �in(1� xR)

C1 exp(�C2xR) (7)

⇥
h
C3

�p
s
�C4

exp(�C5pT)

+C6

�p
s
�C7

exp
�
�C8p

2

T

�i
.

The pre-factor �in is the total inelastic pp cross sec-
tion and its energy-dependent form is given in [23] (Ap-
pendix B). We note that this parametrization allows
freedom for the scaling with

p
s and pT. Especially,

it includes an increasing normalization �in(s) which is
determined by a separate fit to data.

Param. II depends only on 6 parameters C =
{C1...C6} and is given by

�inv(
p
s, xR, pT) = �inRC1(1� xR)

C2 (8)

⇥

1 +

X

GeV
(mT �mp)

� �1
C3X

,

where mT =
q
p2T +m2

p. The factor

R =

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

1
p
s � 10GeV

1 + C5

⇣
10�

p
s

GeV

⌘5
�

elsewhere

⇥ exp


C6

⇣
10�

p
s

GeV

⌘2

⇥ (xR � xR,min)2
⇤

(9)

describes the scaling violation of the cross section at lowp
s, and xR,min = mp/Emax⇤

p̄ . As before, �in is the total
inelastic cross section, whose form is determined to be

�in = cin,1 + cin,2 log
�p

s
�
+ cin,3 log

2
�p

s
�
, (10)

with cin,1 = 30.9 mb, cin,2 = �1.74 mb, and cin,3 =
0.71 mb. Finally, the last factor of Eq. (8) describes the
scaling violations at large

p
s. This factor contains the

parameter

X = C4 log
2

✓ p
s

4mp

◆
. (11)

The scaling violation at large energies a↵ects the cross
section parametrization in two ways. Firstly, the total
inelastic pp cross section rises according to Eq. (10) and,
secondly, the pT shape is changed as described by the
last factor of Eq. (8). Scaling violations were intensively
studied in by Winkler [16] and found not to a↵ect the
behavior of the cross section below

p
s = 50 GeV. In

this analysis we are interested in low-energy part, where
NA61 adds new data. A closer look at Eq. (8) reveals

TABLE I. Summary of all pp data sets, their available CM
energies, and references. Moreover, we declare which param-
etirzation (I or II) is used and which scale uncertainty �scale

is adopted in the fits (see Eq. (14)).

Experiment
p
s [GeV] �scale I II Ref.

NA49 17.3 6.5% ⇥ ⇥ [26]

NA61 7.7, 8.8, 12.3, 17.3 5% ⇥ ⇥ [24]

Dekkers et al. 6.1, 6.7 10% ⇥ ⇥ [36]

BRAHMS 200 10% ⇥ [38]

that the parameter C3 determines the pT shape at low
energies, while C4 regulates the strength of alteration
towards high energies. So, we fix the parameter C4 =
0.038 [16], while allowing the other 5 parameters to vary
freely.

C. Data

The main data sets to constrain the fit on �p+p!p̄+X

are the NA49 [26] and NA61 [24] ones. However, the
discussion about Fig. 1 revealed the necessity of a fur-
ther data set at low energies to fix the antiproton source
term below Tp̄ = 5 GeV. There are only two available
data sets at these energies: Dekkers et al. [36] taken
at

p
s = 6.1 and 6.7 GeV and Allaby et al. [37] atp

s = 6.15 GeV. We use the measurements by Dekkers
et al. , while the data set by Allaby et al. [37] is
not taken into account because it contains very small
statistical errors in combination with large systematic
and normalization uncertainties. When fitting Param. I,
we add data from the BRAHMS experiment, which is
taken in pp collisions at

p
s = 200 GeV [38], in order

to fix the freedom of the high-energy behavior in this
parameterization. In the case of Param. II, we fixed
the high-energy behavior (see discussion above) and,
thus, the additional data set is not necessary. A sum-
mary of all pp data is given in Table I. The NA49 and
NA61 collaborations explicitly determine the prompt
antiproton flux, namely, hyperon-induced antiprotons
are subtracted from the original data. However, for
older experiments the situation is not completely clear.
Since hyperons have a very short life-time, they usu-
ally decay inside the detector and can contribute to the
measurement. Modern detectors, such as NA49, NA61
and LHCb, can reconstruct a primary vertex and dis-
card hyperon-induced antiprotons. The usual assump-
tion for older experiments is that they did not distin-
guish between hyperon-induced and prompt antipro-
tons. Thus, to use their data, in our case Dekkers et
al. and BRAHMS, we subtract the hyperon contribu-
tion according to Eq. (6). Since antineutrons have a far
longer lifetime compared to hyperons, they never decay
inside the detector and do not require a similar correc-
tion.
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The scaling violation at large energies a↵ects the cross
section parametrization in two ways. Firstly, the total
inelastic pp cross section rises according to Eq. (10) and,
secondly, the pT shape is changed as described by the
last factor of Eq. (8). Scaling violations were intensively
studied in by Winkler [16] and found not to a↵ect the
behavior of the cross section below

p
s = 50 GeV. In

this analysis we are interested in low-energy part, where
NA61 adds new data. A closer look at Eq. (8) reveals

TABLE I. Summary of all pp data sets, their available CM
energies, and references. Moreover, we declare which param-
etirzation (I or II) is used and which scale uncertainty �scale

is adopted in the fits (see Eq. (14)).

Experiment
p
s [GeV] �scale I II Ref.

NA49 17.3 6.5% ⇥ ⇥ [26]

NA61 7.7, 8.8, 12.3, 17.3 5% ⇥ ⇥ [24]

Dekkers et al. 6.1, 6.7 10% ⇥ ⇥ [36]

BRAHMS 200 10% ⇥ [38]

that the parameter C3 determines the pT shape at low
energies, while C4 regulates the strength of alteration
towards high energies. So, we fix the parameter C4 =
0.038 [16], while allowing the other 5 parameters to vary
freely.

C. Data

The main data sets to constrain the fit on �p+p!p̄+X

are the NA49 [26] and NA61 [24] ones. However, the
discussion about Fig. 1 revealed the necessity of a fur-
ther data set at low energies to fix the antiproton source
term below Tp̄ = 5 GeV. There are only two available
data sets at these energies: Dekkers et al. [36] taken
at

p
s = 6.1 and 6.7 GeV and Allaby et al. [37] atp

s = 6.15 GeV. We use the measurements by Dekkers
et al. , while the data set by Allaby et al. [37] is
not taken into account because it contains very small
statistical errors in combination with large systematic
and normalization uncertainties. When fitting Param. I,
we add data from the BRAHMS experiment, which is
taken in pp collisions at

p
s = 200 GeV [38], in order

to fix the freedom of the high-energy behavior in this
parameterization. In the case of Param. II, we fixed
the high-energy behavior (see discussion above) and,
thus, the additional data set is not necessary. A sum-
mary of all pp data is given in Table I. The NA49 and
NA61 collaborations explicitly determine the prompt
antiproton flux, namely, hyperon-induced antiprotons
are subtracted from the original data. However, for
older experiments the situation is not completely clear.
Since hyperons have a very short life-time, they usu-
ally decay inside the detector and can contribute to the
measurement. Modern detectors, such as NA49, NA61
and LHCb, can reconstruct a primary vertex and dis-
card hyperon-induced antiprotons. The usual assump-
tion for older experiments is that they did not distin-
guish between hyperon-induced and prompt antipro-
tons. Thus, to use their data, in our case Dekkers et
al. and BRAHMS, we subtract the hyperon contribu-
tion according to Eq. (6). Since antineutrons have a far
longer lifetime compared to hyperons, they never decay
inside the detector and do not require a similar correc-
tion.
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B. Cross section parametrization

We use two parameterizations in the fit: Eq. (12)
by Di Mauro et al. [23] (hereafter Param. I) and
Winkler [16] (Param. II). Both formulae are given for
the Lorentz invariant cross section in the CM frame
as a function of the kinetic variables

p
s, xR, and pT.

Param. I depends on 8 fit parameters C = {C1...C8}

�inv(
p
s, xR, pT) = �in(1� xR)

C1 exp(�C2xR) (7)
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The pre-factor �in is the total inelastic pp cross sec-
tion and its energy-dependent form is given in [23] (Ap-
pendix B). We note that this parametrization allows
freedom for the scaling with

p
s and pT. Especially,

it includes an increasing normalization �in(s) which is
determined by a separate fit to data.

Param. II depends only on 6 parameters C =
{C1...C6} and is given by

�inv(
p
s, xR, pT) = �inRC1(1� xR)
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describes the scaling violation of the cross section at lowp
s, and xR,min = mp/Emax⇤

p̄ . As before, �in is the total
inelastic cross section, whose form is determined to be

�in = cin,1 + cin,2 log
�p

s
�
+ cin,3 log

2
�p

s
�
, (10)

with cin,1 = 30.9 mb, cin,2 = �1.74 mb, and cin,3 =
0.71 mb. Finally, the last factor of Eq. (8) describes the
scaling violations at large

p
s. This factor contains the

parameter

X = C4 log
2

✓ p
s

4mp

◆
. (11)

The scaling violation at large energies a↵ects the cross
section parametrization in two ways. Firstly, the total
inelastic pp cross section rises according to Eq. (10) and,
secondly, the pT shape is changed as described by the
last factor of Eq. (8). Scaling violations were intensively
studied in by Winkler [16] and found not to a↵ect the
behavior of the cross section below

p
s = 50 GeV. In

this analysis we are interested in low-energy part, where
NA61 adds new data. A closer look at Eq. (8) reveals

TABLE I. Summary of all pp data sets, their available CM
energies, and references. Moreover, we declare which param-
etirzation (I or II) is used and which scale uncertainty �scale

is adopted in the fits (see Eq. (14)).

Experiment
p
s [GeV] �scale I II Ref.

NA49 17.3 6.5% ⇥ ⇥ [26]

NA61 7.7, 8.8, 12.3, 17.3 5% ⇥ ⇥ [24]

Dekkers et al. 6.1, 6.7 10% ⇥ ⇥ [36]

BRAHMS 200 10% ⇥ [38]

that the parameter C3 determines the pT shape at low
energies, while C4 regulates the strength of alteration
towards high energies. So, we fix the parameter C4 =
0.038 [16], while allowing the other 5 parameters to vary
freely.

C. Data

The main data sets to constrain the fit on �p+p!p̄+X

are the NA49 [26] and NA61 [24] ones. However, the
discussion about Fig. 1 revealed the necessity of a fur-
ther data set at low energies to fix the antiproton source
term below Tp̄ = 5 GeV. There are only two available
data sets at these energies: Dekkers et al. [36] taken
at

p
s = 6.1 and 6.7 GeV and Allaby et al. [37] atp

s = 6.15 GeV. We use the measurements by Dekkers
et al. , while the data set by Allaby et al. [37] is
not taken into account because it contains very small
statistical errors in combination with large systematic
and normalization uncertainties. When fitting Param. I,
we add data from the BRAHMS experiment, which is
taken in pp collisions at

p
s = 200 GeV [38], in order

to fix the freedom of the high-energy behavior in this
parameterization. In the case of Param. II, we fixed
the high-energy behavior (see discussion above) and,
thus, the additional data set is not necessary. A sum-
mary of all pp data is given in Table I. The NA49 and
NA61 collaborations explicitly determine the prompt
antiproton flux, namely, hyperon-induced antiprotons
are subtracted from the original data. However, for
older experiments the situation is not completely clear.
Since hyperons have a very short life-time, they usu-
ally decay inside the detector and can contribute to the
measurement. Modern detectors, such as NA49, NA61
and LHCb, can reconstruct a primary vertex and dis-
card hyperon-induced antiprotons. The usual assump-
tion for older experiments is that they did not distin-
guish between hyperon-induced and prompt antipro-
tons. Thus, to use their data, in our case Dekkers et
al. and BRAHMS, we subtract the hyperon contribu-
tion according to Eq. (6). Since antineutrons have a far
longer lifetime compared to hyperons, they never decay
inside the detector and do not require a similar correc-
tion.
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ent data sets at the highest
p
s, is likely to give a more

trustworthy result at high energies. The comparison of
previous analysis by Di Mauro, Winkler and KMO re-
veals several interesting features. The direct (because
involving the same parametrization, just di↵erent data
sets) comparison between Param. I and Di Mauro shows
that the source term predictions are very close between
10 and 100 GeV, while Param. I source spectrum stands
systematically lower below 10 GeV and above 100 GeV.
This is probably the e↵ect of the hyperon subtraction
for Dekkers and BRAHMS data, which was considered
here but not in [23]. Param. II and Winkler are consis-
tent within uncertainties. Especially, above 30 GeV the
two predictions also coincide with KMO. Below 10 GeV
KMO clearly deviates and overpredicts the antiproton
source spectrum.

Concluding, both parametrizations for the �p+p!p̄+X

result in compatible p̄ source terms for the energy range
measured by AMS-02. The di↵erence in the shape of the
two parametrizations is only few percent in the range
of Tp̄ = 5 to 100 GeV, however, at 1 GeV and 1 TeV it
grows to 10%, where Param. I is slightly softer at high
energies.

III. FITTING THE PROTON-NUCLEUS
CHANNEL

The proton-nucleus channels contribute between 40
and 50% of the total secondary antiproton production.
However, the currently available data on antiproton pro-
duction measurement in pA collisions are not su�cient
to allow an individual description of each relevant chan-
nel, especially pHe (see discussion in Sec. I). We use pC
data by NA49 and pHe data by LHCb to determine a
re-scaling factor for the pA and, specifically, pHe cross
sections from the pp cross section.

A. Cross section parametrization

Antiproton production in pp collisions is by defini-
tion symmetric under a reflection along the beam axis
in the CM frame, while this is not necessarily the case in
pA collisions (in the nucleon-nucleon CM frame). Actu-
ally, NA49 pC data [35] reveals that the cross section is
not symmetric between forward and backward produc-
tion. It is plausible that the binding of the nucleons in
the nucleus has an e↵ect on the antiproton production
and breaks the symmetry. Since a description of the
cross section in terms of xR which intrinsically expects
symmetry is inconsistent, we will use xf instead in the
following whenever we discuss pA channels . Following
the description by NA49, [13] exploits a re-scaling of pp
cross section in terms of overlap functions. The idea is
to split the antiproton production into two components
produced by projectile and target, where the antipro-
tons from each component are produced mainly forward

directed. Separately adjusting the overlap functions al-
lows to accommodate the asymmetry. The inclusive
Lorentz invariant cross section of p + A ! p̄ +X scat-
tering is given by

�pA
inv

(
p
s, xf , pT) = fpA(A, xf ,D) �pp

inv
(
p
s, xR, pT),(15)

where A is the mass number of the nucleus and D =
(D1, D2) are the two fit parameters. Explicitly, the fac-
tor fpA is defined by:

fpA = AD1


AD2

✓
1 +

N

A
�IS

◆
Fpro(xf ) (16)

+Ftar(xf )

�
.

Fpro(xf ) and Ftar(xf ) are the projectile and target over-
lap functions. They fulfil Ftar(xf ) = Fpro(�xf ) and
Ftar(xf ) + Fpro(xf ) = 1 and are defined in Table IV.
N is the number of neutrons in the nucleus. The form
factor fpA is motivated by [13, 35]. Its A dependence
is chosen such that in the case of A = 1 we retain
proton-proton scattering. We remind that the kinetic
variables xf and

p
s refer to the nucleon-nucleon CM

frame, where proton and nucleus have the same veloc-
ity, not the same momentum. Consequently, the CM
energy

p
s is the colliding energy of the nucleon with

the proton.

The fit procedure is analogous to the pp case discussed
in the previous section. However, here the parameters
C from Eq. (15) are fixed, in other words the pp scat-
tering is unaltered, and only the new parameters D are
varied in the fit. The definition of our �2 is equivalent
to Eq. (12), when C is replaced by D and k runs over
the experiments with pA data. As before we allow for
nuisance parameters ! of each data set.

TABLE IV. Projectile overlap function Fpro(xf ). The defi-
nition is taken from [35].

xf Fpro xf Fpro

-0.250 0.0000 0.250 1.0000

-0.225 0.0003 0.225 0.9997

-0.200 0.0008 0.200 0.9992

-0.175 0.0027 0.175 0.9973

-0.150 0.010 0.150 0.990

-0.125 0.035 0.125 0.965

-0.100 0.110 0.100 0.890

-0.075 0.197 0.075 0.803

-0.050 0.295 0.050 0.705

-0.025 0.4 0.025 0.6

0.000 0.5

Param. I

Param. II
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solely on LHCb data. In the parameterization of the
pHe cross section, we will therefore rely on a re-scaling
of the pp ruled by the pC data from NA49 [35], taken atp
s = 17.3 GeV. Their contribution to the source term,

as visible in Fig. 3, is comparable in energy and amount
to the pp contribution from NA49.

The important conclusion from Fig. 3 is that the cur-
rent LHCb data are not yet su�cient to give a full pic-
ture of the the antiproton production spectrum in the
helium channels and its uncertainties. The contribution
of the incoming p or He at the highest energy contribute
only a small fraction to the produced antiprotons, in
particular, referring to AMS-02 energies. This result
is due to the fact that during the computation of the
source spectrum the cross section is folded with an inci-
dent beam, namely the CR flux, which follows an energy
power law with index of about �2.7. Nonetheless, the
LHCb data contain valuable information: It shows for
the first time how well the rescaling from the pp chan-
nel applies to a helium target and how the cross section
extrapolation to high energies works. Moreover, finding
an agreement between LHCb data and predictions based
on pp and pC, increases trust in our current approaches
and models. The way to improve the contribution of
LHCb and the significance of its data is to increase the
antiproton detection threshold above 100 GeV and/or
lowering the incident proton energy below 1 TeV. In
Appendix B we present predictions for the contribution
with LHCb data at lower CM energies. Furthermore,
we give an update of the results from DKD17 in Ap-
pendix C to determine the whole relevant parameter
space of pA cross sections to interpret AMS-02 data.

FIG. 3. Similar to Fig. 1, but for the nuclear channel.
It shows the fraction of the antiproton source term which
is covered by the kinematic parameter space of the cross
section measurements by NA49 pC and LHCb pHe. Specifi-
cally, we assume a range of

p
s = 15-20 GeV for NA49 and

100-120 GeV for LHCb. Each contribution is normalized to
the total source term of the specific channel.

The update takes into account the asymmetry of the
cross section, namely it is given in terms of xf instead
of xR.

II. FITTING THE PROTON-PROTON
CHANNEL

The proton-proton channel is relevant since it con-
tributes about 40% of the total and, furthermore, it
is the baseline for re-scaling to heavier nuclei, and for
treating the contribution from antineuterons and hyper-
ons. Its accurate determination is of central importance,
since any uncertainty in pp directly translates into all
the other channels. In the following we test and update
the most recent analytic parametrizations by Di Mauro
et al. [23] and Winkler [16], employing the NA49 [26]
and the newly available NA61 data [24]. To reduce sys-
tematic biases we will try to discard most of the old data
sets. Before turning to the fit results, we devote sepa-
rate discussions to hyperons and isospin violation, the
cross section parameterizations, the cross section data
sets, and the fitting procedure.

A. Isospin violation and hyperons

The fits that we are going to perform are on the
prompt antiproton production, so that antineutrons or
antihyperons which subsequently decay into antiprotons
are excluded from the fit. The estimate of the antipro-
ton source term in the Galaxy requires the addition of
these contributions by re-scaling from the prompt pro-
duction

�Galaxy

inv
= �inv(2 +�IS + 2�⇤), (4)

where�IS is the enhancement factor of antineutron with
respect to antiproton production and �⇤ is the hyperon
factor2. The investigations in [16] indicate that the fac-
tors �IS and �⇤ are energy dependent. We adopt these
results and shortly repeat the analytic formulas for com-
pleteness:

�IS =
cIS
1

1 + (s/cIS
2
)c

IS
3

, (5)

with cIS
1

= 0.114, cIS
2

= (144GeV)2, and cIS
3

= 0.51 and

�⇤ = 0.81

✓
c⇤
1
+

c⇤
2

1 + (c⇤
3
/s)c

⇤
4

◆
, (6)

with c⇤
1

= 0.31, c⇤
2

= 0.30, c⇤
3

= (146GeV)2, and
c⇤
4

= 0.9. The uncertainties of these parameters have
been determined in [16]. Their impact on the antiproton
spectrum is discussed later in this paper.

2 We assume that the antiproton and antineutron production
from hyperons is equal.
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violated. The two analyses pointed out two issues not
considered in previous parameterizations: isospin viola-
tion and hyperon induced production. In order to cal-
culate the total amount of antiprotons produced in our
Galaxy, one has to include all the particles which decay
into antiprotons, namely antineutrons and antihyper-
ons. Traditionally, it has been assumed that antiproton
and antineutron production in pp collisions is equal, and
the antiproton source term has simply been multiplied
by a factor 2 to account for the contribution from an-
tineutron decays. Indeed, NA49 data [27] indicate an
enhanced production of antineutrons with respect to the
antiproton one. Following [16], we consider a

p
s depen-

dent isospin violation, which is estimated not to exceed
20%. The second issue has a similar origin. A fraction
of the total antiproton yield originates from an inter-
mediate antihyperon, which subsequently decays to an
antiproton. The NA49 collaboration explicitly corrects
and subtracts antiprotons originating from hyperons.
However, the hyperon correction in older experiments is
not always clearly taken into account, and data are not
easily comparable. The usual assumption is that those
experiments were not able to distinguish between pri-
mary (prompt) antiprotons and intermediate hyperon
states, and contain a hyperon contamination which is
of the order of 30%-60%. In an update of [13], Winkler
[16] discusses the energy dependence of isospin viola-
tion and hyperon production. Furthermore, he points
out that the scaling invariance of the cross section is
broken above

p
s = 50 GeV such that the pT-shape

and normalization of the cross section require to be ad-
justed. High-energy collider data are used to specify
and parametrize the scaling violation. Finally, abovep
s=10 GeV the analytic result in [16] agrees with the

Monte Carlo approach by KMO, hinting that towards
high energies the descriptions become robust, which is
expected since the cross sections are constrained by pre-
cise NA49 and LHC data. Below 10 GeV the situation
is di↵erent, because the relevant data taken in the 70’s
or 80’s incorporate large (systematic) uncertainties.

Very recently the NA61 experiment published an-
tiproton cross section measurements at four di↵erent
CM energies

p
s=7.7, 8.8, 12.3 and 17.3 GeV, corre-

sponding to beam proton energies Tp=31, 40, 80, and
158 GeV, respectively [24]. The data are corrected for
hyperons and, compared to NA49, extend to lower

p
s.

To see how much the NA61 data improve our knowl-
edge about the pp antiproton source term, we conduct
the following exercise. We calculate the fraction of the
pp source term originating from the kinematic param-
eter space of the cross section which is experimentally
determined by NA49 and NA61, respectively. Fig. 1
shows this fraction normalized to the total pp source
term, i.e. integrated on the whole kinematic parame-
ter space. In more detail, the source term in Eq. (1)
contains an integral over Tp, or equivalently

p
s, while

NA49 data are taken for one fixed value of
p
s. In or-

der to extract meaningful results we have to know the

FIG. 1. Fraction of the pp source term originating from
the kinematic parameter space of the cross section which is
experimentally determined by NA49 and NA61. The con-
tribution is normalized to the total pp source term. The
NA61 data are taken for

p
s = 7.7 GeV to 17.3 GeV (blue

dot-dashed line), while the NA49 is taken at
p
s = 17.3 GeV

and here assumed to be valid in the range 15-20 GeV (solid
red line). The red dashed line is obtained assuming that the
NA49 data are valid in the

p
s range from 10 to 50 GeV,

while the dotted blue one is obtained extending the validity
of NA61 data up to

p
s = 50 GeV.

cross section over a non-zero range in
p
s. A conserva-

tive assumption is that the NA49 cross section is known
in a small range around 17.3 GeV, we choose

p
s = 15

to 20 GeV. From Fig. 1 we draw the conclusion that
the experimental data of NA49 (narrow

p
s range) con-

tributes 20% to the antiproton source spectrum, peaks
around Tp̄ = 30 GeV, and quickly decreases towards
smaller or larger energies. The information contained
in this data gets totally negligible for Tp̄ < 15 GeV and
Tp̄ > 70 GeV. In contrast to NA49, the NA61 exper-
iment performed runs also at lower

p
s, which signifi-

cantly improve the coverage of the contribution to the
source spectrum. The experimental data of NA61 ac-
count for up to 70% and peak at Tp̄ around 8 GeV. As a
matter of fact, the contribution of the true experimen-
tal data to the total source spectrum covers a relatively
small range inTp̄. One might wonder how this can lead
to an accurate determination of the source term spec-
trum. The reason is the theoretical assumption of scal-
ing invariance, according to which the cross section is
independent of

p
s in a range from 10 to 50 GeV [16]. In

other words, we can pretend to know the cross section
from

p
s = 10 to 50 GeV from a single measurement

within the range. We therefore extend the validity of
both the experiments accordingly. The results in Fig. 1
show that the NA49 parameter space can contribute be-
tween 70% and 80% from Tp̄ ⇠ 10 to 100 GeV. Above
this energy, the determination of the source spectrum
requires further data at large

p
s describing the scaling

pHe —> pbar + X 

LHCb (Graziani et al. Moriond 2017) 
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violation. The extended NA61 data coincide with NA49
above Tp̄ ⇠ 20 GeV, while significantly improving the
coverage of the source spectrum at lower energies down
to 5 GeV. Baseline for our calculation in Fig. 1 is the
cross section parametrization derived later in this paper
(Param. II-B). However, the results are expected to be
robust against changing the actual parametrization.

The conclusion of this exercise is that, in order to con-
strain the pp source term for Tp̄

<⇠ 5 GeV, it is necessary
to have additional low-energy data available. Indeed,
the currently available cross section measurements be-
low

p
s ⇡ 7 GeV contain large systematic uncertainties,

such that a good determination is hard to obtain. We
notice that it would be useful to collect precise data
at low

p
s to fix the antiproton spectrum in all the en-

ergy range where CR data are now provided with an ex-
tremely high accuracy [12]. Especially, progress could
be made by a p + p ! p̄ + X experiment at energies
below

p
s = 7 GeV. In Appendix B we show how data

from NA61 at
p
s = 6.3 GeV could improve the cross

section coverage of the pp source term. A detailed study
of the complete relevant parameter space is discussed in
DKD17.

B. The nuclear channels

In addition to the production of antiprotons from pp
scatterings, the pHe and Hep channels contribute a large
fraction of the total source term. This information may
be inferred from Fig. 2, where we plot the relative contri-
bution of each production channel obtained by changing

FIG. 2. Relative contribution of the various production
channels to the total secondary antiproton source spectrum.
The four dominant channels pp, pHe, Hep, and HeHe are
given individually. We group heavy CR nuclei scattering o↵
hydrogen and helium in the ISM: CNO, NeMgSi, Fe, and
LiBeB. By heavy ISM we denote CR proton and helium
scattering o↵ the rare ISM components CNONeMgSiFe.

the incoming CR nuclei and the ISM components. The
production cross sections are taken from the results we
present in Sec. III (Param. II-B). In the figure, pp, pHe,
Hep, HeHe label the CR-ISM nucleus. For heavier CR
nuclei, we group the reactions of LiBeB, CNO, Fe and
NeMgSi CR nuclei over the ISM (p and He). We also
consider the contribution from CR p and He scattering
o↵ the subdominant heavy ISM components accounted
for the CNONeMgSiFe nuclei. The CR fluxes have been
taken as follows: p from [3], He from [4], Li, Be and B
from [28], C and O from [29], N from [30], while for
all the heavier nuclei we apply the rescaling to oxygen
flux as in [31]. For the ISM composition, we assume
nH = 1 cm�3, nHe = 0.1nH, while the abundance for
heavier nuclei is taken from [32]. It is clear from the fig-
ure that the channel involving He, both projectile and
target, constitute 30-40% of the total spectrum depend-
ing on the antiproton energy. The heavier primary CNO
nuclei contribute a non negligible few percent at the
AMS energies. All the other contributions considered
in this study turn out to be negligible.

Until very recently the cross sections involving He
nuclei were not experimentally determined, and all cal-
culations rely on re-scaling and extrapolation from pp
and pA measurements, where A is typically carbon, but
sometimes heavier nuclei up to lead. The strategy for
re-scaling was either based on Monte Carlo simulations,
as performed with DTUNUC at low energies [21] or
KMO at high energies, or on fitting parameterizations
to the scarce pA data, as performed by Duperray et al.
[33]. The LHCb collaboration provides now the first
ever measurement of p+He ! p̄+X [25], where the in-
cident LHC protons of 6.5 TeV momentum scatter o↵ a
fixed-target helium (corresponding to

p
s = 110 GeV).

The LHCb detector can measure antiprotons with a mo-
mentum between 10 and 100 GeV and transverse mo-
mentum varying between 0.5 and 3.4 GeV. In [34] these
data are compared to the parametirization of [16] show-
ing reasonable agreement. Fig. 3 shows the fraction of
the LHCb parameter space to the pHe and Hep source
terms. We make the conservative assumption that the
cross section is only known in a small (roughly 10%)
range around the measured

p
s. In this case, the con-

tribution to the pHe channel is at the permille level,
peaking at an energy between between 10 and 100 GeV,
while the contribution to the Hep channel is significantly
larger at the 4% level. The di↵erent coverage of the
pHe source spectrum in the inverse Hep kinematic con-
figuration depends on the fact that in the CM frame
all but one LHCb data points correspond to backwards
scattering in the pHe system, or equivalently forwards
scattering in the Hep system. The source term integral
in Eq. (1) enhances the high-energy forward scattering
due to the convolution with the steeply falling CR flux.
Since in any case the contribution of the LHCb data
to the source terms is very small, it is impossible to
base the calculation of the p+He ! p̄+X production
solely on LHCb data. In the parameterization of the
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violated. The two analyses pointed out two issues not
considered in previous parameterizations: isospin viola-
tion and hyperon induced production. In order to cal-
culate the total amount of antiprotons produced in our
Galaxy, one has to include all the particles which decay
into antiprotons, namely antineutrons and antihyper-
ons. Traditionally, it has been assumed that antiproton
and antineutron production in pp collisions is equal, and
the antiproton source term has simply been multiplied
by a factor 2 to account for the contribution from an-
tineutron decays. Indeed, NA49 data [27] indicate an
enhanced production of antineutrons with respect to the
antiproton one. Following [16], we consider a

p
s depen-

dent isospin violation, which is estimated not to exceed
20%. The second issue has a similar origin. A fraction
of the total antiproton yield originates from an inter-
mediate antihyperon, which subsequently decays to an
antiproton. The NA49 collaboration explicitly corrects
and subtracts antiprotons originating from hyperons.
However, the hyperon correction in older experiments is
not always clearly taken into account, and data are not
easily comparable. The usual assumption is that those
experiments were not able to distinguish between pri-
mary (prompt) antiprotons and intermediate hyperon
states, and contain a hyperon contamination which is
of the order of 30%-60%. In an update of [13], Winkler
[16] discusses the energy dependence of isospin viola-
tion and hyperon production. Furthermore, he points
out that the scaling invariance of the cross section is
broken above

p
s = 50 GeV such that the pT-shape

and normalization of the cross section require to be ad-
justed. High-energy collider data are used to specify
and parametrize the scaling violation. Finally, abovep
s=10 GeV the analytic result in [16] agrees with the

Monte Carlo approach by KMO, hinting that towards
high energies the descriptions become robust, which is
expected since the cross sections are constrained by pre-
cise NA49 and LHC data. Below 10 GeV the situation
is di↵erent, because the relevant data taken in the 70’s
or 80’s incorporate large (systematic) uncertainties.

Very recently the NA61 experiment published an-
tiproton cross section measurements at four di↵erent
CM energies

p
s=7.7, 8.8, 12.3 and 17.3 GeV, corre-

sponding to beam proton energies Tp=31, 40, 80, and
158 GeV, respectively [24]. The data are corrected for
hyperons and, compared to NA49, extend to lower

p
s.

To see how much the NA61 data improve our knowl-
edge about the pp antiproton source term, we conduct
the following exercise. We calculate the fraction of the
pp source term originating from the kinematic param-
eter space of the cross section which is experimentally
determined by NA49 and NA61, respectively. Fig. 1
shows this fraction normalized to the total pp source
term, i.e. integrated on the whole kinematic parame-
ter space. In more detail, the source term in Eq. (1)
contains an integral over Tp, or equivalently

p
s, while

NA49 data are taken for one fixed value of
p
s. In or-

der to extract meaningful results we have to know the

FIG. 1. Fraction of the pp source term originating from
the kinematic parameter space of the cross section which is
experimentally determined by NA49 and NA61. The con-
tribution is normalized to the total pp source term. The
NA61 data are taken for

p
s = 7.7 GeV to 17.3 GeV (blue

dot-dashed line), while the NA49 is taken at
p
s = 17.3 GeV

and here assumed to be valid in the range 15-20 GeV (solid
red line). The red dashed line is obtained assuming that the
NA49 data are valid in the

p
s range from 10 to 50 GeV,

while the dotted blue one is obtained extending the validity
of NA61 data up to

p
s = 50 GeV.

cross section over a non-zero range in
p
s. A conserva-

tive assumption is that the NA49 cross section is known
in a small range around 17.3 GeV, we choose

p
s = 15

to 20 GeV. From Fig. 1 we draw the conclusion that
the experimental data of NA49 (narrow

p
s range) con-

tributes 20% to the antiproton source spectrum, peaks
around Tp̄ = 30 GeV, and quickly decreases towards
smaller or larger energies. The information contained
in this data gets totally negligible for Tp̄ < 15 GeV and
Tp̄ > 70 GeV. In contrast to NA49, the NA61 exper-
iment performed runs also at lower

p
s, which signifi-

cantly improve the coverage of the contribution to the
source spectrum. The experimental data of NA61 ac-
count for up to 70% and peak at Tp̄ around 8 GeV. As a
matter of fact, the contribution of the true experimen-
tal data to the total source spectrum covers a relatively
small range inTp̄. One might wonder how this can lead
to an accurate determination of the source term spec-
trum. The reason is the theoretical assumption of scal-
ing invariance, according to which the cross section is
independent of

p
s in a range from 10 to 50 GeV [16]. In

other words, we can pretend to know the cross section
from

p
s = 10 to 50 GeV from a single measurement

within the range. We therefore extend the validity of
both the experiments accordingly. The results in Fig. 1
show that the NA49 parameter space can contribute be-
tween 70% and 80% from Tp̄ ⇠ 10 to 100 GeV. Above
this energy, the determination of the source spectrum
requires further data at large

p
s describing the scaling

Fraction of the pp source term covered  
by the kinematical parameters space 
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pHe cross section, we will therefore rely on a re-scaling
of the pp ruled by the pC data from NA49 [35], taken atp
s = 17.3 GeV. Their contribution to the source term,

as visible in Fig. 3, is comparable in energy and amount
to the pp contribution from NA49.

The important conclusion from Fig. 3 is that the cur-
rent LHCb data are not yet su�cient to give a full pic-
ture of the the antiproton production spectrum in the
helium channels and its uncertainties. The contribution
of the incoming p or He at the highest energy contribute
only a small fraction to the produced antiprotons, in
particular, referring to AMS-02 energies. This result
is due to the fact that during the computation of the
source spectrum the cross section is folded with an inci-
dent beam, namely the CR flux, which follows an energy
power law with index of about �2.7. Nonetheless, the
LHCb data contain valuable information: It shows for
the first time how well the rescaling from the pp chan-
nel applies to a helium target and how the cross section
extrapolation to high energies works. Moreover, finding
an agreement between LHCb data and predictions based
on pp and pC, increases trust in our current approaches
and models. The way to improve the contribution of
LHCb and the significance of its data is to increase the
antiproton detection threshold above 100 GeV and/or
lowering the incident proton energy below 1 TeV. In
Appendix B we present predictions for the contribution
with LHCb data at lower CM energies. Furthermore,
we give an update of the results from DKD17 in Ap-
pendix C to determine the whole relevant parameter
space of pA cross sections to interpret AMS-02 data.
The update takes into account the asymmetry of the
cross section, namely it is given in terms of xf instead

FIG. 3. Similar to Fig. 1, but for the nuclear channel.
Fraction of the antiproton source term originating from the
kinematic parameter space of the cross section which is ex-
perimentally determined by NA49 pC and LHCb pHe data.
Each contribution is normalized to the total source term of
the specific channel.

of xR.

II. FITTING THE PROTON-PROTON
CHANNEL

The proton-proton channel is relevant since it con-
tributes about 40% of the total and, furthermore, it
is the baseline for re-scaling to heavier nuclei, and for
treating the contribution from antineuterons and hyper-
ons. Its accurate determination is of central importance,
since any uncertainty in pp directly translates into all
the other channels. In the following we test and update
the most recent analytic parametrizations by Di Mauro
et al. [23] and Winkler [16], employing the NA49 [26]
and the newly available NA61 data [24]. To reduce sys-
tematic biases we will try to discard most of the old data
sets. Before turning to the fit results, we devote sepa-
rate discussions to hyperons and isospin violation, the
cross section parameterizations, the cross section data
sets, and the fitting procedure.

A. Isospin violation and hyperons

The fits that we are going to perform are on the
prompt antiproton production, so that antineutrons or
antihyperons which subsequently decay into antiprotons
are excluded from the fit. The estimate of the antipro-
ton source term in the Galaxy requires the addition of
these contributions by re-scaling from the prompt pro-
duction

�Galaxy

inv
= �inv(2 +�IS + 2�⇤), (4)

where�IS is the enhancement factor of antineutron with
respect to antiproton production and �⇤ is the hyperon
factor2. The investigations in [16] indicate that the fac-
tors �IS and �⇤ are energy dependent. We adopt these
results and shortly repeat the analytic formulas for com-
pleteness:

�IS =
cIS
1

1 + (s/cIS
2
)c

IS
3

, (5)

with cIS
1

= 0.114, cIS
2

= (144GeV)2, and cIS
3

= 0.51 and

�⇤ = 0.81

✓
c⇤
1
+

c⇤
2

1 + (c⇤
3
/s)c

⇤
4

◆
, (6)

with c⇤
1

= 0.31, c⇤
2

= 0.30, c⇤
3

= (146GeV)2, and
c⇤
4

= 0.9. The uncertainties of these parameters have
been determined in [16]. Their impact on the antiproton
spectrum is discussed later in this paper.

2 We assume that the antiproton and antineutron production
from hyperons is equal.

Fraction of the p-nucelus source term covered  
by the kinematical parameters space 
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of cross section parameterization in order to determine
the accuracy required on cross section measurements so
to match AMS-02 accuracy. Our aim is to provide, for
the first time, quantitative indications for future high-
energy experiments about the kinematical regions and
the precision level they should cover, in order to induce
uncertainties in p̄ flux which do not exceed the uncer-
tainty in present CR data.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. I we re-
view the main steps for the calculation of the antiproton
source term starting from the invariant cross section. In
Sec. II we explain how we invert this calculation in or-
der to assign uncertainty requirements on the di↵eren-
tial cross section. The results are presented in Sec. III
and are summarized in Sec. IV.

I. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE
COSMIC ANTIPROTON SOURCE SPECTRUM

Antiprotons in our Galaxy are dominantly produced
in processes of CR nuclei colliding with ISM. Hence, the
ingredients to calculate the p̄ source term, i.e. the num-
ber of antiprotons per volume, time, and energy, are the
flux of the incident CR species i, �i, and the density of
the ISM component j, where, in practice, both i and j
are p and He. The source term for secondary antipro-
tons is given by a convolution integral of the CR flux,
the ISM targets and the relevant cross section:

qij(Tp̄) =

1Z

Tth

dTi 4⇡ nISM,j �i(Ti)
d�ij

dTp̄
(Ti, Tp̄). (1)

Here nISM is the ISM density and Tth the production
energy threshold. The factor 4⇡ corresponds to the al-

FIG. 1. Recent flux measurements for CR protons, helium,
and antiprotons by AMS-02 [3, 4, 12], PAMELA [1, 25], and
CREAM [26]. The energy-di↵erential fluxes � are given as
function of kinetic energy per nucleon T/n. Furthermore,
the IS fluxes, demodulated in the force-field approximation
with an modulation potential of �� = 600+100

�200 MV, are pre-
sented.

ready executed angular integration of the isotropic flux
�. The according fluxes are known precisely at the top
of the Earth’s atmosphere (TOA) due to AMS-02 mea-
surements [3, 4] presented in Fig. 1, together with the
results from the precursor satellite-borne PAMELA ex-
periment [1, 25] and the data from the balloon-borne
CREAM detector at higher energies [26]. At low en-
ergies E <⇠ 20 GeV/nucleon (in the following GeV/n)
the charged particles arriving at the Earth are strongly
a↵ected by solar winds, commonly referred to as solar
modulation [27, 28], given their activity modulation on a
cycle of roughly 11 years. We will work with interstellar
(IS) quantities. The p and He IS fluxes are inferred by
demodulated AMS-02 data, which we obtain within the
force-filed approximation [29] assuming an average Fisk
potential of �� = 600 MeV for the period of data tak-
ing [30, 31]. More complete studies on solar modulation
take into account time dependent proton flux data from
PAMELA and recent ISM flux measurements by VOY-
AGER [32–34]. They find similar values for ��. The
source term derivation only includes incoming proton
energies Ep > 7mp ⇠ 6.6 GeV (Ep > 4mp) correspond-
ing to the p̄ production threshold in pp (pHe) collisions.
For these energies the solar modulation, which becomes
negligible above a few 10 GeV, agrees reasonably well
with the simple force-field approximation. The scatter-
ing sights are the ISM elements H and He with density
given by 1 and 0.1 cm�3 in the Galactic disk respec-
tively.
The final essential ingredient to calculate the source

term is the cross section corresponding to the produc-
tion reaction CRi + ISMj ! p̄+X

d�ij

dTp̄
(Ti, Tp̄), (2)

FIG. 2. Energy-di↵erential antiproton production cross sec-
tion from pp collisions in LAB frame as function of proton
and antiproton kinetic energy Tp and Tp̄, respectively. The
shown cross section is derived from the Di Mauro et al. [22]
parameterization (their Eq. 12).
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TABLE III. Fit quality of the pp channel. The first row
reports the global fit, while the other ones show the contri-
bution of the single data sets to the �

2.

with Param. I with Param. II

�
2/ndf 534.7/411 464.7/394

�
2

BRAHMS (data points) 27.6 (21) -

�
2

Dekkers(data points) 9.8 (10) 8.3 (10)

�
2

NA49 (data points) 211.4 (143) 179.0 (143)

�
2

NA61 (data points) 286.0 (249) 277.4 (249)

tion parameterizations, and compare them two previous
predictions. We remind again that the fit is performed
to the prompt antiproton production, and consequently
the source term calculated according to Eq. (1) and dis-
played in Fig. 5 does not include antiprotons from neu-
tron and hyperon decay. To calculate the fit uncertainty
we sample random points in the parameter space (C,!)
from the full correlation matrix and verify each point
against the total �2 from Eq. (12). Then we compute
the �2 profile as function of the source term, separately
at each energy. The uncertainty band at 1� (n�) is
given by ��2 = 1 (��2 = n2). The interpretation of
this 1� region is that in 68.3% of all cases the source
term falls within the band. We checked that the size
of the uncertainty band grows approximately linearly
with the �-interval. Therefore, we show only the 2�
band in our plots, a di↵erent confidence level may be
obtained by rescaling. An alternative useful quantity

FIG. 4. The di↵erential cross section d�/dTp̄(p + p !
p̄+X) for prompt antiprotons, at the representative proton
energies Tp = 20 GeV, 450 GeV and 6.5 TeV. The dashed
(solid) line and the red (blue) band are the result of our
analysis for Param. I and Param. II. The uncertainty band
corresponds to the 2� confidence interval. We report for
comparison some literature estimations (see text for details).
Tables with the full cross section results are provided in the
Supplemental Material to this paper.

is the envelope of the n-dimensional �2 distribution at
1� level, where n is the number of free parameters in
the fit (Param. I: n = 12, Param. II: n = 8). In other
words, this envelope is built from the set which con-
tains of 68.3% of the source term realizations and has
the lowest �2 values. We show this envelope in Fig. 5
for comparison and note that it almost coincides with
the 3� band. Finally, we obtain an uncertainty - solely
from the cross section fit - of ±8%. With Param. II it in-
creases to about ±15% below 5 GeV. The source terms
from Param. I and Param. II are consistent within the fit
uncertainties. In particular, from Tp̄ = 1 GeV to a few
hundred GeV, the agreement between the two models is
very good. Above 500 GeV, Param. II provides an an-
tiproton spectrum systematically higher than Param. I.
In [23], it was already pointed out that Param. I - due
to the employed data sets - gives reliable results up to
a few hundred GeV. Param. II, which employs di↵er-

FIG. 5. Source term of prompt antiprotons originating from
pp collisions and its uncertainty induced by the cross section
fits of Param. I (red dashed) and Param. II (blue solid), re-
spectively. For comparison, we show the antiproton source
term from previous parametrizations Di Mauro et al., Win-
kler and KMO. The central panel displays the ratio k to the
best fit of Param. II and the shaded uncertainty bands cor-
respond to the 2� confidence interval. For completeness the
lower panel contains the 1� envelope of the n-dimensional
�
2 distribution (see discussion in the text for details).
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FIG. 6. Comparison of LHCb data to the fit with Param. I-B (left) and Param. II-B (right). The grey band corresponds to 1�
uncertainty in the fit. The LHCb data agree better with Param. II and, therefore, they select this model for the high-energy
behavior of the Lorentz invariant cross section.

FIG. 7. The di↵erential cross section d�/dTp̄(p + He ! p̄ + X) (left) and d�/dTp̄(He + p ! p̄ + X) (right) for prompt
antiprotons, at the representative incident energies Tp = 20 GeV, 450 GeV and 6.5 TeV. The dashed (solid) line and the
relevant red (blue) band are the result of our analysis for Param. I and Param. II. We report for comparison some literature
estimations (see text for details). Tables with the full cross section results are provided in the supplementary material to this
paper.

C. Results

We perform four fits to determine, firstly, the good-
ness of the parametrizations (I and II) from the pp fit
for the interpretation of nuclei data and, secondly, the
impact of LHCb data by excluding (case A) or includ-
ing (case B) them in the fits. Table VI comprises the
results of all four fits. The fits with pC data alone (with-
out LHCb data) I-A and II-A converge to a �2/ndf of
1.3 and 1.1, respectively, leaving the conclusion that the
NA49 proton-carbon data fits very well to a rescaled pp

cross section. In the second step, we use the fit results
to predict the pHe cross section and to compare it to
LHCb data. Param. I shows a large di↵erence between
data and the prediction, measured by a �2/ndf from
LHCb alone of 9.3. On the other hand, Param. II gives
a �2/ndf = 1.6, hinting already the good agreement
with Param. II rescaled by the form factor fpA fixed
on pC data. Including the LHCb data in the fit does
not change the general picture. The quality of the fit
slightly improves to 8.4 and 1.4 in both cases I-B and
II-B, respectively. We conclude that Param. II results
in a much better description of the pHe data by LHCb.

LHCb data agree better with one of the two pp parameterizations. 
They select the high energy behavior of the Lorentz invariant cross section   

!17
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The antiproton source spectrum 

Param II is preferred by the fits.  
The effect of LHCb data is to select a h.e. trend of the pbar source  term. 

A harder trend is preferred.  
Uncertainties still range about 10-15%, and increase at low energies.  
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FIG. 8. CR pHe (left panel) and Hep (right panel) antiproton source term with the uncertainty on cross sections for the best
fit of Param. I-B and II-B, i.e. with NA49 pC and LHCb pHe data. Uncertainties are given at the 2� confidence interval.

than pHe comes from the CR flux which is harder for He
compared to p. The two parameterizations are compati-
ble within uncertainties in the AMS-02 Tp̄ energy range,
while Param. I implies a slightly softer p̄ spectrum w.r.t.
Param. II. The agreement with former parametrizations
Winkler and KMO is unchanged compared to the pp
study. However, the re-scaled Di Mauro et al. shows
large deviation in the shape at high energies. We rec-
ommend to use the re-scaling from this paper instead.

IV. THE TOTAL ANTIPROTON SOURCE
TERM

The results obtained in the previous sections can be
joint to compute the total antiproton source term in
the Galaxy, including antineutrons and antihyperons,
and the contributions from nuclei heavier than helium.
The latter, as shown in Fig. 2, give a contribution which
is not negligible when compared to errors on the p̄ flux
measured by AMS-02. The CR CNO on p or He con-
tributes to the source term at the few percent level each.
Even the heavier CR primaries NeMgSi and Fe may
contribute above 1%. We note that our fit is tuned to
He and C data and therefore the uncertainty on cross
sections are extrapolated for CR sources heavier than
CNO. The total p̄ source term is plotted in Fig. 9, along
with the contribution for every production channel. We
use the same inputs for CR fluxes and ISM components
as discussed in the context of Fig. 2. It is visible how the
measured hardening of CR nuclei fluxes with respect to

protons [4, 29] results in a corresponding hardening of
the antiproton source term [39]. The rescaling from the
prompt p̄ production follows Eq. (4). We also plot the
uncertainty band from the production cross sections, as
determined in the fits to data on prompt antiprotons.
In order to include the production from neutron and
hyperon decays, we pick the parameters as declared in
[16], and namely cIS

1
= 0.114±0.1 for the determination

of �IS (see Eq. (5)), and 0.81±0.04, c⇤
1
= 0.31±0.0375,

c⇤
2

= 0.30 ± 0.0125 for the determination of �⇤ (see
Eq. (6)).
The results in Fig. 9 show that the uncertainty due

to prompt cross sections (bottom panel) are at the level
of ±8% at 2� above Tp̄ = 5 GeV. At Tp̄  5 GeV it
increases to ±15% at 1 GeV. Adding the uncertainties
from isospin violation in the antineutron production and
from hyperon decays, the uncertainty on the total an-
tiproton source term ranges ±12% from high energies
down to about few GeV, and increases to ±20% below
that value. Above Tp̄ = 50 GeV the total antiproton
source spectrum can be approximated by a power law
with an index of about �2.5 .

V. CONCLUSIONS

The role of high-energy particle physics in the inter-
pretation of CR data receives increasing attention, since
data from space are provided with improving precision.
AMS-02 on the International Space Station collected
data of CR nuclei, leptons, and antiprotons with un-

Korsmeier, FD, Di Mauro, 1802.03030, PRD i2018
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with uncertainties in the hyperon 
correction and isospin violation  

The antiproton source term - is affected by uncertainties of +- 10% from cross sections.  
Higher uncertainties at very low energies 
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precedented accuracy, often pushing uncertainties down
to few percent in a large range of energy from the GeV
to the TeV scale. The fluxes of secondary CRs, which
are produced in interactions with the ISM, depend on
the inclusive production cross sections provided by high-
energy particle experiments. In particular, this applies
to CR antiprotons whose origin is believed to be dom-
inantly secondary. Consequently, the interpretation of
the antiproton flux in terms of CR propagation or the
search for a possible primary component, such as for ex-
ample dark matter annihilation or decay, relies on the
accurate modeling of secondary production. The under-
lying cross sections should be provided at least at the
same accuracy level as CR measurements.

In this paper, we analyze the first-ever data on the
inclusive cross section p + He ! p̄ + X collected by
the LHCb collaboration at Cern, with beam protons
at Tp = 6.5 TeV and a fixed helium target. Since the
coverage of the kinematic parameter space of this data
do not allow a standalone parametrization, we apply a
rescaling from p + p ! p̄ + X cross section. There-
fore, we update the most recent parametrizations from
Di Mauro et al. (Param. I) and Winkler (Param. II)
exploiting the newly available NA61 data. Then we
determine the rescaling factor to proton-nucleus using

FIG. 9. Source terms of CR antiprotons and separate CR-
ISM contributions, grouped following the prescriptions in
Fig. 2. The shaded bands report the 2� uncertainty due to
prompt p̄ production cross sections as derived in this paper.
In the bottom panel we show the relative uncertainty on
the total source term. The grey band refers to the prompt
p̄’s only, while the outer lines quantify the additional uncer-
tainty due to isospin violation and to hyperons decay.

pHe data from LHCb and pC data from NA49 (taken
at

p
s = 110 and 17.3 GeV, respectively). The LHCb

pHe data clearly prefer Param. II. All other data result
in equally good fits for both parametrizations. More-
over, the LHCb data show for the first time how well
the rescaling from the pp channel applies to helium tar-
get. By using pp, pHe and pC data we estimate the
uncertainty on the Lorentz invariant cross section for
p + He ! p̄ + X. This uncertainty is dominated by
p + p ! p̄ + X cross section, which translates into all
channels since we derive them using the pp cross sec-
tions.

Finally, we use our cross sections to compute the
antiproton source terms and their uncertainties for all
the production channels, considering also nuclei heav-
ier than He both in CRs and the ISM. At intermedi-
ate energies from Tp̄ = 5 GeV up to a few hundred
GeV the prompt source terms derived from Param. I
and II are compatible within uncertainties, which are
at the level of ±8% at the 2� level and increase to
±15% below Tp̄ = 5 GeV. The uncertainty is domi-
nated by p+ p ! p̄+X cross section, which translates
into all channels. Antineutron- and hyperon-induced
production increases the uncertainty by an additional
5%. Overall the secondary antiproton source spectrum
is a↵ected by an uncertainty of up to ±20%. Moreover,
we find that CR CNO makes up to few percent of the
total source term and should always be considered. In
a supplementary to this paper, we provide the energy-
di↵erential cross sections, which are required to calcu-
late the source spectrum, for all relevant isotopes. We
quantify the necessity of new data on antiproton pro-
duction cross sections, and pin down the kinematic pa-
rameter space which should be covered by future data.
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For next generation experiments 

AMS02 accuracy is reached if ppàpbar cross section is measured with  
3%  accuracy inside the regions, 30% outside. 
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FIG. 10. Similar to Fig. 1 and Fig. 3. Fraction of the antiproton source term originating from the kinematic parameter space
of the cross section which currently is experimentally determined by NA61 data in the pp channel (left panel) and by LHCb
data in the pHe (central panel) or Hep (right panel) channels. We add future predictions for a possible evaluation of NA61
data at

p
s = 6.3 GeV and LHCb measurements at

p
s = 43 and 87 GeV. Each contribution is normalized to the total source

term of the specific channel.

FIG. 11. Parameter space of the antiproton production cross section which is necessary to determine the antiproton source
term at the uncertainty level of AMS-02 measurements [12]. We require the cross section to be known by 3% within the blue
shaded regions and by 30% outside of the contours. The left and right panels contain contours for di↵erent CM energies. This
figure is an update of Fig. 7b in DKD17. We exchange the kinetic variable xR by xf , which is suitable for the asymmetric pA

cross section discussed in this paper.

p
s = 6.3, 7.7, 8.8, 12.3, and 17.3 GeV, but evaluated

p + p ! p̄ + X only from
p
s = 7.7 GeV. In Fig. 10

(left panel) we show that the coverage of the source
term could be improved down to Tp̄ = 3 GeV if NA61
would be able to analyze this data for antiprotons. We
assume that the coverage in xR and pT is comparable
to the measurement at

p
s = 7.7 GeV.

Similarly, one can guess further potentials in the pHe
channels. The LHCb data are taken at very high ener-
gies of

p
s = 110 GeV and, therefore, their antiproton

production in the energy range interesting for CRs re-
sults in a very small contribution to the source term,
as shown in Fig. 3. We estimate the fraction of the p̄
source term for measurements at

p
s = 43 and 87 GeV,

where we assume equal coverage in xf and pT as for the
LHCb data at

p
s = 110 GeV. In Fig. 10 we show the

source term fraction these measurements could achieve
in the pHe (central panel) and Hep (right panel) chan-
nel. These measurements and especially their combi-
nation would significantly improve the coverage of the
helium channels by LHCb.

Appendix C: Parameter space explorability

In DKD17 we studied the precision of cross section
measurements which would be necessary to shrink the
uncertainties imposed on the theoretical prediction of



Conclusions
• The AMS data induce a remarkable progress in understanding our 

Galaxy. Its data reach unprecedented precision (few %). 

• The production cross sections for secondary nuclei are often the 
main source of theoretical uncertainty 

• High energy physics is addressing new data at the service of high 
precision cosmic ray data 

• Improvements in calculations of the nuclear cross sections will 
certainly remain data driven in the near future 
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LHCb pHe —> p-X cross section data

First data ever has been collected by LHCb in fixed target mode

G Graziani for LHCb, Moriond 2017

Run at 4 TeV p beam energy is  
under analysis by the collaboration 
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General idea for matching the accuracy

• Determine the contribution to the antiproton source spectrum from the 
whole parameter space   

•  Assign the maximal uncertainty that the cross section should have in order 
to address the following requirements:  

1.  The total uncertainty shall match the  AMS-02 accuracy 
2. The parameter space with larger contribution to the source spectrum, 

should have the smaller uncertainties in the cross section measurements 
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where Tp̄ is the kinetic energy of the produced antipro-
ton in collisions of CR species i with kinetic energy Ti on
the ISM component j. In the following we will call the
quantity in Eq. (2) the energy-di↵erential cross section1.
One example, derived form the cross section parameter-
ization in Ref. [22] for the pp channel, is shown in Fig. 2
as a function of Tp̄ and Tp. The kinetic energy threshold
at Tp = 6mp is clear.

The p̄ production cross section is not directly avail-
able in the energy-di↵erential form from Eq. (2), which
also enters in Eq. (1). Experiments rather measure the
angular distribution on top of the energy-di↵erential
cross section and then present the Lorentz invariant (LI)
form
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quantities) is the ratio of the p̄ energy to the maxi-
mally possible energy in the CM frame, and pT is the
transverse momentum of the produced antiproton. Note
that also the three kinematic variables are LI quantities.
We skipped the subscripts i, j for projectile and target
to avoid unnecessarily complicated notation. Anyway,
Eq. (3) and also the following equations are valid for
all combinations of projectile and target, as long as all
quantities are understood in the nucleon-nucleon sys-
tem.

To relate the LI cross section to the energy-di↵erential
one in Eq. (2) two steps have to be performed. Firstly,
the LI kinetic variables {

p
s, xR, pT} need to be related

to an equivalent set in the LAB frame, where the tar-
get is at rest. Typically, the set is given by the pro-
jectile and the p̄ kinetic energies, and the scattering
angle {T, Tp̄, cos(✓)}. We give explicit relations in Ap-
pendix A. In a second step, the angular integration has
to be performed
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Here ✓ is the angle between the incident projectile and
the produced antiproton in LAB frame. In the second
line of Eq. (4) we transform the angular integration to
an integration w.r.t. the pseudorapidity defined as
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1 Note that dT = dE and, hence, d�/dE = d�/dT .
2 As discussed in [22] the parameters D1 and D2 have to be
interchanged.
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(c)

FIG. 3. Profiles for fixed (a) proton energy and (b) an-
tiproton energy of the p + p ! p̄ + X energy-di↵erential
cross section in LAB frame from Fig. 2. In addition, cross
section parameterizations by Tan&Ng [17], Duperray et al.
[20] (their Eq. 62), Kachelriess et al. [24] and Winkler [35]
are shown for comparison. Panel (c): as panel (b), but for
the p+He ! p̄+X scattering. Here we add the DTUNUC
parameterization [14, 18].

This transformation is advantageous because the invari-
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Predictions for future extensions of experiments 
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FIG. 10. Similar to Fig. 1 and Fig. 3. Fraction of the antiproton source term originating from the kinematic parameter space
of the cross section which currently is experimentally determined by NA61 data in the pp channel (left panel) and by LHCb
data in the pHe (central panel) or Hep (right panel) channels. We add future predictions for a possible evaluation of NA61
data at

p
s = 6.3 GeV and LHCb measurements at

p
s = 43 and 87 GeV. Each contribution is normalized to the total source

term of the specific channel.

FIG. 11. Parameter space of the antiproton production cross section which is necessary to determine the antiproton source
term at the uncertainty level of AMS-02 measurements [12]. We require the cross section to be known by 3% within the blue
shaded regions and by 30% outside of the contours. The left and right panels contain contours for di↵erent CM energies. This
figure is an update of Fig. 7b in DKD17. We exchange the kinetic variable xR by xf , which is suitable for the asymmetric pA

cross section discussed in this paper.

p
s = 6.3, 7.7, 8.8, 12.3, and 17.3 GeV, but evaluated

p + p ! p̄ + X only from
p
s = 7.7 GeV. In Fig. 10

(left panel) we show that the coverage of the source
term could be improved down to Tp̄ = 3 GeV if NA61
would be able to analyze this data for antiprotons. We
assume that the coverage in xR and pT is comparable
to the measurement at

p
s = 7.7 GeV.

Similarly, one can guess further potentials in the pHe
channels. The LHCb data are taken at very high ener-
gies of

p
s = 110 GeV and, therefore, their antiproton

production in the energy range interesting for CRs re-
sults in a very small contribution to the source term,
as shown in Fig. 3. We estimate the fraction of the p̄
source term for measurements at

p
s = 43 and 87 GeV,

where we assume equal coverage in xf and pT as for the
LHCb data at

p
s = 110 GeV. In Fig. 10 we show the

source term fraction these measurements could achieve
in the pHe (central panel) and Hep (right panel) chan-
nel. These measurements and especially their combi-
nation would significantly improve the coverage of the
helium channels by LHCb.

Appendix C: Parameter space explorability

In DKD17 we studied the precision of cross section
measurements which would be necessary to shrink the
uncertainties imposed on the theoretical prediction of


